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tionally celebrated Robert and
Gaby Casadesus and brilliant pi
anist in his own right will give
recital on Wednesday February
at 730 p.m in Murphy Chapel un
der the auspices of the All-College
Forum Committee
Mr Casadesus began his pianis
tic studies with his great-aunt
Rose Casadesus and went on to
study with his famous father at
the renowned Paris Conservatory
His professional career was
launched in the United States in
1940 after his debut as soloist un
der Eugene Ormandy He was
winner of the Philadelphia Orches
tra Youth Auditions and the fol
lowing fall he won the First Medal
at the Geneva International Corn-
petition
Casadesus annual North Amen-
can tours have included engage-
meats with such major orchestras
as the New York Philharmonic
the Philadelphia Orchestra and the
orchestras of Chicago Pittsburgh
Los Angeles Baltimore Miami
San Francisco St Louis and Kan
sas City In addition to appearing
as featured soloist with these ma-
jor symphony orchestras Jean
Casadesus has appeared three
times on the Bell Telephone tele
vision spectaculars and on CBS
television in Montreal
triple concerto concerts with his
illustrious parents performing con-
certi by Bach and Mozart as well
as the Concerto for Three Pianos
an Orchestra work composed
by his father The three artists
have performed together in Eur
ope Israel and on numerous oc
casions in the United States
Transcripts for teachers Well
not exactly Recently however
many students have voiced inter-
est in the possible publication of
handbook in which students could
evaluate instructors and the con-
tent of courses offered at Beaver
When the idea was suggested at
Joint Committee meeting last No-
vember Dean Margaret LeClair
explained that the matter had been
investigated last year and that
preparation of such guide might
be carried out through the News
The objective of student evalua
tions of courses would be to ex
pand on the capsule descriptions
given in the college Bulletin and to
acquaint prospective students with
reactions of those who have al
ready experienced particular
course handbook of this na
ture moreover could provide in-
structors with feedback helpful in
planning and restructuring courses
for future semesters
In order to be truly representa
tive and faithful to the above oh-
jectives each student within
given course would have to respond
each year Jean Casadesus is
artist in residence at Harpur Col
lege the liberal arts wing of the
State University of New York in
Binghamton The second half of
the year he resides in Paris where
he teaches between extensive tours
of the major capital cities of Eur
ope During the summer months
he teaches at the American
Conservatory in Fontainebleau
France Mrs Ruth Campbell one
of two piano teachers here at Bea
Ver is an artist-pupil of Mr
Casadesus She and her 15 year
old daughter Sandy have traveled
to Fontainebleau twice where they
have studied with the Casadesus
family
Mr Casadesus recital will in-
dude works of the major compos
ers of the Baroque Classical Ro
mantic and Impressionistic pen-
ods Fantasia in Minor by Jo-
hanu Sebastian Bach opens the
program followed by Variations on
Minuet by Duport by Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart Sonata No 23
in Minor Opus 57 better known
as the Appassionata by Ludwig
van Beethoven is followed by three
works of Frederic Chopin Polo-
naise in Flat Major Opus 53
The Six Preludes of Claude De
bussy bring the recital to close
In addition to giving recital
any at 230 p.m in Murphy
Chapel Everyone is invited to at-
tend this open lesson when some
of Beavers pianists will play for
Mr Casadesus Those who will
play are Sue Leff Sue Williams
Kathy Hellyar Barbara Goldstein
and Sandy Campbell who has pre
viously studied with Mr Casadesus
to somewhat comprehensive
questionnaire The questions them-
selves could be devised according
to analyses of student evaluation
guides from other schools
Several schools have in fact
produced handbooks containing
student evaluations among them
are University of Pennsylvania and
Columbia University Specific in-
formation in those guides ranged
from course content reading lists
and instructors presentation of
material to survey of individual
comments often cleverly reflecting
enthusiasm or disappointment
As the above information re
veals courses and instructors
would not be evaluated on the
scale to which students
are subjected but rather by Intel-
ligent meaningful questions Some
information could in addition be
supplied by direct questions to in-
structors themselves Admittedly
producing this student guide will
be quite task Involving work in
several areas Anyone interested
should contact Lynn Kressel at ext
251
Dickinson College in Carlisle
Pennsylvania is holding 1970
Public Affairs Symposium February
11 The topic of the Symposium
will be Science and Public Policy
Environmental Pollution The
purpose of the Symposium is to
create an awareness among all
concerned citizens of the nature
and urgency of environmental
problems Students from the area
are urged to attend this four-day
conference Well-known public
figures such as former Secretary of
the Interior Stewart tJdall and
Senator Gaylord Nelson will
be speaking at the symposium In-
terested students should contact
Dr Arthur Breyer
The schedule of events is below
Sunday February
30 p.m Dr Barry Commoner
director of the Center for Bi
ology of Natural Systems
Washington University St
Louis
Monday February
400 p.m Former Secretary of
Interior Stewart Udall
730 p.m Panal Discussion
Dr Commoner Mr Ildall Mr
John Comony executive as-
sistant to chairman of the
board of Consolidated Edison
Co Moderator Leonard
Hull Conservationist and
columnist for St Louis Globe
Democrat
Tuesday February 10
00 p.m Film on Water Fob
tion
30 p.m Population and Pol
lution Dr David Sills Di-
rector Demographic Division
The Popular Council
Wednesday February 11
930 p.m Workshop
800 p.m Senator Gay-
lord Nelson Wisconsin
Dr Conrad Latour chairman of
the history-government depart-
ment is offering series of films
in conjunction with his Modern
run these movies concerning the
period between World War II to
the Cold War in the evening if
enough student interest arises to
make this worthwhile effort
The films tentatively scheduled
are as follows
From Kaiser to Fuhrer Febru
Aftermath of WW II February
Rise of Soviet Power February
23
Twisted Gross March
Road to WW II March 23
Crisis at Munich March 23
Week That Shook the World
April 13
Nazi Soviet War April 13
Prologue to Cold War April 20
Cold War 1941-1953 April 20
If you are interested in this pro-
gram contact Dr Latour
Wednesday April 22 is the date
set for Nationwide Environ-
mental Teach-In on the grave
crisis facing the quality of the
environment and the quality of life
in America today The aim of the
National Teach-In is to encourage
students across the country to take
the initiative in organizing activi
ties on their campuses and associ
atd efforts in their communities
national headquarters and
staff to organize coordinate and
service this effort is now estab
lished in Washington
Successful teach-ins on all cam-
puses on the same day will have
dramatic Impact on the environ-
mental conscience of the nation
They will be immensely effective
as an educational effort in arousing
public opinion concerning neces
sary steps to protect our environ-
ment
There is no question that in the
long run the environmental chal
lenge is the greatest faced by man-
kind Distinguished scientific au
thorities have been warning for
years that mankind is rapidly de
stroying the very habitat on which
he depends for his survival
In addition population continues
to increase worldwide while sci
entists warn that we may have al
ready passed tenable population
levels All across the country
and worldwide increasing numbers
of citizens are voicing the same
Intense concern as has been so
eloquently expressed by the ecolo
gists and other environmentalists
Yet many are still not aware of
the environmental problems being
created by our advancing technol
ogy Federally-financed projects
such as the supersonic transport
plane raise grave questions
Regular Sunday mass on Bea
yens campus long-time dream
of the Newman Club has finally
become reality The possibility
of such an endeavor has always
appealed to Beavers Catholic stu
dents whose two mile treks to St
have long been an unpleasant part
of their Sundays
Last year when the Newman
Club was under the direction of
Father Quinn the subject of reg
ular Sunday mass on campus was
discussed but the amount of red
tape necessary before it could
happen was too time consuming for
anyone involved Further troubles
which developed when St Lukes
went under construction and ser
vices were crammed into small
auditorium reopened discussion of
on-campus mass under the clubs
new adviser Father Jack Williams
Thanks to his hard work the red
tape has been cut and the Arch-
diocese of which Beaver is mem
ber has approved the action
Successful Beginning
Masses will now be celebrated
each Sunday at 500 p.m by Fa
then Williams in the Faculty
Lounge of the Classroom Building
The first mass held on January 25
was considered success by the
and national leaders have mdi
cated that although some positive
steps have been taken toxic per-
sistent pesticides are still accumu
lating in the world environment
wreaking destruction on fish and
wildlife and threatening man
himself Is the price we pay for
these products in terms of their
effect upon our environment worth
the benefits we obtain from them
The pollution of our rivers and
lakes and of the air in our urban
areas continues to accelerate Sub-
urban sprawl continues to destroy
vast scenic and recreational re
sources with little heed being
given to plans to create workable
environments And the millions
trapped in our urban and rural
ghettos continue to suffer the worst
of the massive air water land and
noise pollution
Who will finally bear the brunt of
this tragic irresponsibility the
new generation now in school the
generation which will soon inherit
the world environment The time
has come for all citizens to begin
thinking about the basic questions
raised by technological advances
and environmental degradation
Students in America and the
world who are deeply concerned
with the hard choices which their
generation faces are uniquely weU
suited to take Initiatives in explor
ing with all citizens the problems
created by mans growing impact
upon his environment
The National Teach-In on April
22 provides students the opportim
ity to accomplish this objective
Hundreds of teach-ins on that day
would bring together for the first
time on national scale the many
young people who are already con-
corned about the environment and
clubs acting chairman Julie Pal-
ladino due to the participation of
12 Newman Club members Even
with 9G Catholic gina registered on
campus Julie contends 12 is
satisfying number considering that
many of the girls are away on
dates or have attended mass at
home that morning Further she
says few colleges in the area are
allowed to hold regular mass on
campus With success at Baa-
yen the local Catholic hierarchy
might be convinced to permit more
widespread regular college masses
Certainly with more dedicated
people like Father Williams be-
hind them these masses will be-
come more prevalent on campuses
Despite his busy schedule grad-
uate student at the Univezsity of
Pennsylvania teaching at Chest-
nut Hill and preaching at an area
church he has managed to or-
ganize Beavers services
In addition he is introducing
new aspects of the Catholic ser
vice many of which will become
regular official parts of services in
March into the Beaver services
attempting an open dialogue
between himself and participants
during the mass and arranging
Folk masses for some of the Sun-
days
The Weather
ingula
Pianist Jean Casadesus DiCkinson Is Planning
eee college eee
To Perform at Murphy
by Kathy Heilyar
Jean Casadesus son of interna- For approximately one half
Ecology Symposium
of
an
Teach-In Set to Develop
Eiwironmental Conscience
Mr Casadesus will conduct
Occasionally he performs in Master Class on Thursday Febru
Faculty Evaluation Committee
Open to Interested Students
about possible new environmental would involve and educate many
dangers Many respected scientists more as well
Plans Film Series
Newman Club Plans lleqnktr
Mod Europe Course SflnLIay 5lervice fur Sinulenis
by Carole Cates
Europe course He is willing to Lukes in rain hail sleet and snow
any 16
16
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Va/il mature Critici3rn
We are pleased to see that the much dis
cussed idea of Teacher-Course Evaluation
has at last come into existence in commit
tee form The responsibility of composing
such an evaluation has rightly been placed
in the hands of the students The evalua
tion is after all primarily for the student
It is important to remember however that
good valid assessment is for the benefit of
the entire college community and the entire
community should aid in its creation in any
way possible fair and reputable evalua
tion is an extrtordinarily powerful and effec
tive measure of curriculum value and of in
dividual teaching methods
Lynn Kressel and her evaluation commit
tee have gigantic task before them It is
important thAt the faculty who know best
ibat questions will be most significant to
them and what kind of student evaluation is
the most helpful to professor will play an
important part in composing the evaluation
aeveral faculty members have already vol
unteered their time and their ideas It will
$e the taslç of all students to answer ques
tionnaires and evaluations with maturity and
forethought valid criticism is well-considered
and well-substantiated
Se ed e4e gee
by Jane Robinson
You get tQ know mountain lot better by
climbing to the top of it than by distant gaze
No matter how broad you think your experience is
it inevitably has to retmun limited in many ways
Yet there are Innumerable ways of widely expand
irig our lives Do we take advantage of opportuni
ties to listen to see or learn what is outside our
stream of life We must reject the collegiate rut
tile esoteric limitations and differentiate our points
of awareness or we wont grow For five days we
may be reading studying learning what we pretend
Is all there is to know about whatever Then
for two days we may troop off to some other col
lege or ski resort or stay here or visit Philadel
phia concert movie party Any one of
these might different granted but probably the
entire week is spent primarily with people we know
people much like us in more respects than we admit
basically same age interests economic situation
aspirations opinions even appearances look
around Thats but one facet one facet of the
American society which has millions of facets it
self west and east old and young rich and poor
educated and non-educated This is not even men
tioning the society of the Bushmen of Europe of
Asia India Africa Australia South America
What makes us think we can really understand any
thing about anything wonder
Contact With America
Weve separated ourselves from the rest of the
world and our weekend excursions are only vague
reachings outward Of course the literary educa
tion gives us an essential facet too the frame of
reference from which to view life But weve got
1rcutd 7o4c
CINEMA
Bandbox 30 Armat St
February -7 Accident
Teorama
February 10 The Witches
China Is Near
Beaver Grey Towers Castle p.m
Africa 70 Series
The Last Rhino game manage
ment in East Africa
Tanzania The Quiet Revolution
guest Henry Altar chief of
utilization of NET
Miss Goodall and the Wild
Chimpanzee
University of Pennsylvania Irvine Aud p.m
February Staircase
Civic Center 34 and Spruce Sts p.m
February The Ipcress File
Moore College of Art 20 and Race Sts 715 p.m
February Three Silent Comedies
Shoulder Arms Charlie Chaplin
Never Weaken Harold Lloyd
Fatal Glass of Beer Fields
MU SIC
Academy of Music Broad and Locust Sts
February Pete Seeger
February 10 Aide Philadelphia Grand
Company with Richard Tucker
Electric Factory 2201 Arch St
February Keith Reifs Renaissance and
Sha-na-na
February 11 Delaney and Bonnie and Friend
with Eric Clappon and Phoebe King
hiternational House 15 and Sherry Sts 830 p.m
February Philadelphia Folk Song Society
Scotch Piping and Dancing
Spectrum Broad and Pattison Sts
February 14 Iron Butterfly
Town Hall 330 p.m
February PhiladelphIa Jazz Society Yuseff
Lateff McCoy Tyner the Metronomes
EXHIBITS
Civic Center Museum 34 below Spruce St
February International Photo Festival 70
EVENTS
Spectrum Broad and Pattison Sts
February 16-27 Ice Capades
DRAMA
TLA 334 South Street
Thru February 15 Line of Least Existence
rock musical
Pocket Playhouse 2601 Lombard St
Thru February Three one-act plays
Morning by Israel Horovltz
Witness and Bottecefli by Terence McNally
Society Hill Playhouse 507 South 8th St
Thru February 14 Happy Ending by Bertold
Brecht and Kurt Weil
Cheltenham Art Center 439 Ashbourne Rd
Toys in the Attic Lillian Heilman
Forrest Theatre 1174 Wainut St
Hadrian VII
to move Ralph Nader is an example of single
individual who is creating definite changes in the
established institutions which are in dire need of
revision His education included something not
listed by catalogue His weekends were spent in
America that society with which we have little
contact from which we are hidden no matter how
much we argue or read about it Nader while
studying at Princeton moved out of the typical
surroundings and listened to people saw the func
tioning of their lives learned by watching it happen
The students situation entails more freedom of
mobility than probably anyones position today
huge percentage of readily available chances are
waiting to be taken and yet by many or even
most are ignored
How can we talk of midwestern conservatism if
we havent experienced it How can we believe
Easy Rider until weve done it How can we know
ourselves if we dont know others and what they
think It takes real mini-mind to even contem
plate anything contemporary without realizing his
limitations and attempting to expand his view
Why bother besides the fact that its excit
ing Just in order to keep our minds free keep
perspective so that we dont fall into exactly the
short-sightedness of those who are now leading
life by values that we dont fully accept short
sightedness that can lead to similarly
bad ending
rut We must understand what it is we dont
like whats good or bad about the society and
why and whats to be done correctly We get
freedom of our mind by knowing where we stand
knowing what limits are ready to be imposed upon
us and have been imposed upon others traps of
ignorance
Yes know now traps are only set by me
lege should be an experience which
gives an education as well as vo
cation It should prepare us for
the world My feeling is that we
at Beaver are not ready for the
world nor are we ready to help
make the world any better This
of course is very broad state-
ment but would like to present
it to you with respect to race re
lations
For the three years that have
been at Beaver College there has
been lot of talk about the race
relations situation on campus This
has been mostly among the blacks
and only occasionally between
blacks and whites It seems that
much of the exchange which could
have happened didnt because
many whites dont know how to
approach the blacks and the blacks
find the whites insincere and non-
caring think it Is time that we
stop playing games with each
other and make an effort to be
honest with each other and to re
spond to something This does not
mean that we want to hear any
more Insincere empty Im not
prejudiced some of my best friends
are negroes type lines Its time
to bring everything honestly out
into the open and try from there
to become better human beings by
at least understanding if not re
specting points of views other than
our own
Black Reactions
To start have series of com
ments which represent the black
view of the white view around
here Because this represents
some and not all the black students
please take into consideration that
it is one students comment before
you begin to make generalizations
If people would realize that every
one is an individual that they want
to live for themselves they could
get along much better
My first impression was flood
of all white My big sister for in
stance people gave her lot of
grief because she had black lit
tle sister Then her mother thought
was the maid when she saw me
cleaning my room Then had
white college parents and they
were shocked when they saw me
Asking if would be friendly
with white person is prejudiced
question
The problem is mainly due to
environments that Beaver College
students come from They dont
know any blacks except maids
They come in with superior atti
tudes to all black people this is
reinforced by parents friends at
home and friends on campus They
are all unaware of any cultural
factors operating in black circles
They are very insensitive to blacks
hi every sense Their superiority
is most obvious when they dont
speak to theIr black friends
when
parents or boyfriends come They
imagine many things ask too few
questions
came to white school in the
first place because was
interested
and also because believe the thing
about black schools being inferior
Ill tell you like my roommate
we sort of had an understanding
went with my friends and she
went with hers People are nice to
you when they feel like it theyre
friends with you when they want
to be not when you want somebody
to talk to thats not friend
The subtle things hurt like al
ways getting our names
mixed up
or asking about black separatism
when there isnt any
lot of them are insincere
dont want to talk to anyone like
that Its like youre playing their
game because you know that after
theyre finished with you theyll
move on to the next attraction
think the blacks and whites
could get together if there were
more blacks This way when you
have such small minority its
unhealthy Feeling so out of it
makes you stick together
There is black separatism be
cause the blacks have something in
common youre facing the same
thing You can talk There are
certain things that cant talk to
my roommate about because
know she wouldnt understand
Are we exaggerating Black
separatism There are few
clicks but then there are Jewish
clicks
once had hopes of social
equality but see that
there is
barrier cant trust them dont
believe theyre sincere call It
double Ffornlal fakeness thats
it in nutshell
Continued on Page Col
by Anna Smith
February
February 10
What Eames Are We Playinq
This is an attempt to do some
thing which rarely happens at
Beaver College It is an attempt
to be honest and sincere and
hope for something which is non
existent on this campus whole
hearted response Supposedly col
p.m
Opera
MARSH FOR THE MOMENT
SIGN OF THE TIMES
Believe it or not the Federal Government has stalled
excavation progress
for highway dredging in the Tinicum Marsh until the matter of mitigating
current damage and loss has been satisfactorily resolved
The Interior
Department has refused approval of the
contractors permit to continue
construction until measures to continuously manage the preservation
of 280
acres of the marsh and its various life forms are
assured The trouble is
that the sector concerned is already one-third completed
and the contractor
has dumped construction waste ripped up adjacent
roads onto supposedly
unaffected marsh area Also the State Highways Department says no
harm
will be done if theyre allowed to continue If you could see
the filling in
the dumping and dredging that they have aiready
succeeded in completing
do not think you would agree
Thankfully the Interior Department has stepped in
but with the in
evitable until We cannot forget the situation because the State
Highways Department has too much invested to give up Write just one
letter to Secretary Walter Hickel Department of the Interior
Interior Build
ing Washington and express your pleasure
with the departments
actions and your hope that its objections will be enforced
until preservation
of Tinicum Marsh is assured
Student Drug Service SDS is now available to any
student wishing advice help information or for girls who just
want to talk about anything concerning drugs This service
is staffed by qualified students on campus 24 hours day
days week The service is in no way connected with any
outside agency or the Beaver College Administration and is
strictly confidential Please feel free to call for cmything
Jan Marks
Dena Fish
Ext 283 Ceci Bishop
Ext 284 Bev Greismczn
Ext 377
Ext 283
Do you feel under-developed Pictureself up and your camera
Call Nancy Cohen at ext 272 The News needs photographers
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Mracles Poems by children of
t1 English-speaking world Col
lected ty Richard Lewis Simon
ad Schuster New York
As result of his conviction that
ebUdren throughout the world were
capable for the very brief moment
of poem of speaking with the
intense clarity vision and artistry
cf the poet Richard Lewis corn-
plled this collection of nearly 200
poems by children of the English-
epeaking world It is the first col
Leetton Qf its kind and it has been
quite properly titled MiracZe3
In his brief introduction to the
Ioems Mr Lewis explains that
proJeCt began In 1961 while he
taught literature and creative
writing In New York City ele
mentary school He worked with
the belief that his students would
best respond to literature if they
had an opportunity to express
themselves in original poems and
stories The results of his enipha
Sis in this area revealed an over-
whelming depth of understanding
and feellng among the young art-
ists Lewis was convinced that 4f
ills students demonstrated this ex
tremely high level of poetic con-
eeiousness then certainly there
were many other young people
throughout the world who were
uapable of expressing themselves
siin11arly
With the aid of the Na-
tional Commission for UNESCO
and tNESOO headquarters in Pa-
chase and storage qf materials and
supplies wholly in the maintenance
area and partially in other areas
is also under the supervision of
this department
Mr Muller who exacts all these
duties works at times with col
lege architects and engineers In
new construction reviewing plans
and specifications for the proposed
buildings He has acted as col
lege representative at progress
meetings and on inspection tours
of outside contract work
SubdLvislens
His department subdivided in-
to sour areas maintenance fore-
man aids in supervising the mach-
anical aspects of upkeep carpen
ters painters electricians and
pipe-fitter/plumber operate in his
dtvision Sevente housemaids
and housemen as well as the gen
eral housekeeper maintain the
c1eaiIin.ess in the campus buildings
Groundsmen are in charge of the
external campus including raking
in the fall snow removal in winter
Mr Iewis was able to reach
schools in uS countries where ng
lish was either the native language
or an Important secoztdary lan-
guage The writers aged five
through 13 came from an enorm
ous variety of backgrounds yet the
results were as beautiful and pro-
found as the originals bad been
Miracles represents the finest of
more than 3000 poems collected by
Mr Lewis Ench poem retains its
original form and punctuation the
only changes being In spelling
The subjects of the poems are not
novel morning winter people
feelings rain etc but the origin-
ality and the depth visible in many
of the compositions serve as
testament to the power and value
of the poetic vision that is an in-
tegral part of childhood The
works are not to be read as
sample of precociousness but as
real poems for they truly
achieve the artistry that is char-
acteristic of real poetry
Death Illuminates
Sanchez Family
by Janet Heuman
DeaTh In The sanchez FamUy
by Oscar Lewis Random House
New York 1969
Death In the Bonclvez FamUy
Is Oscar Lewis account of how the
poor die and how they are laid to
rest in the
-poverty-str1ken slums
of the beautiful expanding capital
and lawn work in the spring Se-
curity praonnel guard the college
community day and night
Generally we hire older people
who are not up to the industrial
pace Mr Muller said They are
experienced and steady workers
Although the supervisor has only
bei with Beaver College since
July 1967 majority of his work-
ers have been employed by the
school for more than five years
One worker has been with Beaver
since 19t5 and two more since
1947
Frequent Problems
Most of our problems stem from
absent-minded girls the silver-
haired superintendent conltded
When they leave the windows
open and turn the thermostats
down they freeze up the pipes
He cited an incident in Kistler Hall
last year which resulted in bursted
pipes and flood as an example of
this negligence
Another common dilemma is
clogged drains The industry
hasnt caught up with some of the
preparations girls use Our chem
icals wont touch them he ad-
nUtted
Every month the buildings are
sprayed by exterminators but bugs
do manage to infest the quarters
of Mexico The book serves as
continuation of Professor Lewis
The Children of 2anche which
has become almost an anthropolo
gical classic
As in the earlier book he allows
members of the family Roberto
Manuel and Consuelo to express
their reactions to an incident The
particular incident with which the
relatives are concerned is the death
of Aunt Guadalupe Professor
Lewis is interested in conveying
that for the poor death Is almost
as great hardship as life itself
He also wishes to show how the
death of Aunt Guadalupe ilium-
inated her life Most of all he
hopes to show how her life and
death reflected the culture of the
poverty iii which she lived With-
in the pages of this short work it
is possible to picture the contlicts
and problems facing the Sanchez
family and after the Sanchez fam
ily it is possible to picture the con-
filets and problems facing the res
idents of one of the poorest neigh-
borhooc.ls In Mexico City
Part of the beauty of Lewis
writing is his simplicity and hon
esty In translating he is careful
not to alter the speech of any in-
dividual and not to cloud personal-
ities with his own interpretations
When he feels it is necessary he
may even include an idiom or
word from the Spanish that can-
not be accurately changed to Eng
lish Professor Lewis reports the
incident and the impressions ex
aetly as they occurred and the re
sult is poignant chapter in the
story of the Sanchez family
occasionally most often in the
spring The Castle according to
Mr Muller is especially difficult to
bug-proof and once in while
rodents cause trouble Presently
mice scare is on in Grey Towers
The Castle takes big piece out
of the budget Mr Muller told
the News We put up new roof
at $5000 and repainted the build-
ing which added another $4000 to
expenses Before the new heating
system was installed the old one
which dated back to 1890 gave us
trouble
New Equipment
Following phone call ptmctu
ated by Yes yes .. well take
care of it the genial though
sometimes harried man began dis
cussing equipment We try to
change each piece of equipment
every five years This past year
we bought pick-up truck with
blade for snow removal last year
it was the sports van which we use
to transport girls to the tutorial
project in Germantown next year
we plan to get new patrol car
and the following year trash
truck
Curriculum is rapidly changing
in many schools across the coun
try and Mrs Jean Katcher of the
Beaver sociology department is
doing much to effect such change
In an effort to obtain more con-
temporary approach to the elemen
tary childs quest for the knowl
edge of what makes man human
the Educational Development Cen
ter EDC located in Cambridge
Massachusetts has developed
series of social studies de
signed for different grade levels
in elementary schools Mrs
Katcher is serving as consultant
basis for one such course entitled
Man Course of Study It is
being offered in 13 classrooms at
the fifth sixth and seventh grade
levels in the Cheltenliam Public
Schools The course was origin-
ally designed for use at the fifth
grade level however It is being
taught in one school Westtown
Friends to third grade class
To get around repetitive and
narrow courses and to broaden the
childrens horizons the course in-
corporates an educational philoso
phy begun by Harvard psycholo
gist Jerome Brinier The primary
concern of this method is to en-
able the child to interact with the
material of the course and draw
conclusions for himself
Experimental Classes
Over the past couple of years
classes have been experimentally
conducted in Newton Massachus
Last year we installed tempera-
ture detection devices Mr Muller
said referring to the butterfly-
shaped apparatus hanging high on
the corridor walls If the tem
perature reaches 136 the
amount which causes combustion
section melts and the device
gives off an ungodly sound to alert
everyone
There havent been any bad fires
at the college Mr Muller
knocked lightly on his desk and
the one in Dilworth this past fall
was the first since the superintend-
eat has been here The biggest
fire hazard though he insisted
is the Castle
Despite the fact that the sys
tems are designed to be safe none
is fool-proof Mr Muller cautioned
Even after hours when he is at his
home across the street from Bea
ver he is the first to be called
when an emergency arises
Most of the time he sighed
we feel as If no one knows were
here unless something goes
wrong In view of this Mr Mul
ler agrees with most people that
its nice to be recognized
etts Oakland California Denver
Colorado and the Philadelphia
school system It is now fully de
veloped and commercially avail-
able The full-year course is plan-
ned to fill tie social studies slot in
the childs curriculum Mrs
Katcher believes that it can also
be substituted for the science re
quirement
The first semester centers around
comparative ethnology the study
of non-human animals Beginning
with the life-cycle of the salmon
and the herring gull the child
traces evolutionary processes up to
the baboon and chimpanzee The
second semester concentrates on
anthropological study of the non-
Western culture of the Netsilik
Eskimo
Extensive use of audio-visual
material such as films is made
Role playing observation of kin-
dergarten children and creative
activity and discussion also form
an integral part of this exciting
program
As for the teachers in the pro-
gram workshops are being con-
ducted throughout the academic
year in order to become familiar
with the study plan and also to
discuss some of the probing ques
tions raised by the children Plans
are now being considered for sum-
mer institutes around the country
that will help spread EDCs pro-
grams
Mr Muller and his Maintenance Men
Yes Its Nice to be Recognized
Mr Andrew Muller
Ml Edward Dinkens
by Jackie Maneh
The harmonious blend of old and
new on the Beaver campus is one
of the colleges best advertise-
thØflts and the upkeep alone to
maintain this image demands
$4Q0Q0Q yearly
Were really fortunate here
said Andrew Muller superintend-
eiri of maintenance Most of the
b4Udings arent more than seven
years old and we have no prob
lems with the Administration
But the departinent is responsible
fr everything except academics
the business office and the dining
hail That involves lot
Complex Job
in addition to the physical main-
tenance of buildings the plant
equipment grounds and off-cam-
pus housing the 42 member de
partment is responsible for campus
security and fire protedtion Main-
tenance must prepare and comply
with budgets covering outside con-
tracts in conjunction with the bus-
iuess manager while handling its
own personnel costs The pur
BOOK REVIEWS
Mr Harry Bloomer
Childhood Miracles
Mrs Katcher Aids in Initiation
Of Modern Education Philosophy
by Patricia Werthan
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was all about What many had
experienced during the past 15
years in school stated Mr Wood
land turned out not to be teach
ing after all So they set about
to learn the art of teaching
Altered Approach
Mr Woodlands main purpose
was to give the students an op
portunity to learn to learn about
themselves and their values in
reference to education They ac
complished this by taking field
trips and observing schools in ses
sion Afterwards they would have
therapy sessions to discuss what
they had seen and their feelings
toward it When the class dis
cussed the faults of the educational
The basketball schedule has been
prepared for this season and the
team encourages spectators to go
to the chestnut Hill games They
are hoping for better season
this year since last year they had
no wins
The team will be playing five
player game instead of the usual
six player game In this game
all players cover the court so that
no player is as restricted as she is
in the ix player game There
have been two scrimmages up to
this point both with the Ogontz
campus of Penn State Beaver
having acne V.D and couple of
illegitimate children hes addicted
to pot barbaric music erotic dance
and stealing peoples automobiles
hes lazy irresponsible and the
ultimate offense disrespectful to
his elders Many class discus
sion will no doubt ensue from this
quote alone
This course is definitely an as
set to the education department
Mr Woodland has fresh ideas and
diverse background of experi
ences to rely upon This semester
he is also taking over the Educa
tion 24 social studies course He
hopes to make it fun course be
cause there is no reason for so
cial studies to be boring
lost the first one 28-25 and won
the second 29-18 In the first
game Vicki Johnson was the high
scorer with 14 points and in the
second Beverly Greisman scored 13
points
Girls who have been going reg
ularly for practice are Sue Sykes
Mona Miller Vicki Johnson Jean
Reinhard Beverly Greisman Me
lissa Hough Diane Taylor Bar
bara Beck Kathy Stanard and
Martha Rapoport The managers
of the team are Kippy West and
Laurie McIntosh
Tutorial Project
Has New Focus
The Philadelphia Tutorial Pro
ject at Beaver is concentrating on
new focus for second semester
Priscilla Hambrick who is In
charge of the program has sum
med up the new direction as
need for new and very dedicated
people who are interested first in
the welfare of the child
party was sponsored on Jan
uary 27 for all prospective mem
bers of the program The primary
purpose was to familiarize the
group with the new objectives and
have them participate In role-play
ing This was used as criterion
for judging new tutors by the offi
cers of the project It was also
basic sensitivity training for those
who would be chosen
The general theme of the new
program has been divided into
three sections an historical ex
planation of Tutorial deprivations
of the child and current research
Speakers have been chosen but no
dates set as yet new Treasury
and Governing Board are also to
be elected this semester
The problem of transportation
has been big one but the project
has received help from new sour
ces The Alumnae Association and
the Red Cross have donated funds
and drivers and cooperation is
coming from the education depart
ment and the main office of PTP
in Philadelphia The Beaver pro
gram is the best organized and
well run of any in the area and
has been receiving increased aid
frcm larger organizations With
sustained co-operation the FTP at
Beaver will continue successfully
Ted Moore
Sets are necessary evil ac
cording to Mr Ted Moore the free
lance designer who has provided
sets for all the Beaver College plays
during the past nine years No
body ever paid money to see good
set
But today In various creative
ways set which hints at the
subtleties of theme or mood can
become more necessary than
evil
Now we seem to be moving Into
space with design said Mr Moore
In contemporary times and prob
ably in the future designers will
use the architectural stage in which
the actor works within three-di
mensional forms Previously most
sets were composed of painted flats
backdrop surfaces painted to
appear realistic The set designer
for about 500 plays throughout his
career spares rio backdrop in his
criticism of painted fiats think
they should be burned
This past weekend the graduate
of the University of Pennsylvania
and over half dozen theater and
art schools began work for Deli
cate Balance by Edward Albee
The play will be produced at Bea
ver under the direction of Mr
Peter Moller associate profes
sor of speech-theater on February
25 26 27 28 and March
The set will be black and
white Mr Moore said The plat
forms stairs and furniture will ap
pear to be hung In black space
According to Mr Moller the black-
white element has great deal to
do with the symbolism in the play
The theme of Delicate Bal
ance the director explained re
volves around the question Where
does responsibility to others stop
and responsibility to oneself start
balance must be maintained be
tween the two extremes
Beaver Continues
Faculty members teaching
courses for the second semester of
the graduate program for elemen
tary and secondary school teachers
offered by Beaver College through
the Lehigh Regional Consortium
for Graduate Teacher Education
have been announced by Dr Nor
man Miller chairman of grad
uate studies at Beaver College and
chairman of the colleges educa
tion department Dr Allan
Glatthorn well known secondary
school educator and principal of
Abington High School will teach
the course entitled The Secondary
School Curriculum
Dr Adeline Gomberg an au
thority on reading and associate
professor of education at Beaver
and director of the colleges read
ing clinic will teach The Diagno
sis and Adjustment of Reading
Difficulties
Mr Moore will Incorporate
symbol of the cross in his set as
subtle reminder of the Biblical con
notations of the theme sometimes
expressed as Am my brothers
keeper or Love thy neighbor as
thyself Both he and Mr Moller
agree that Albee keeps returning
to religious doctrine in his plays
Mr Moller added Albee doesnt
preach he just describes situations
that are Christian
An Innovation for the Theater
Playshop set is two precariously
balanced staircases which lead up
supposedly to the second floor
The form carries the viewer to
the beyond out of sight Mr
Moore explained Were not sure
where they lead you dont know
what is going up or what is com
ing down
Because there is only one setting
in the play Mr Moore does not
rank it among the more difficult
stage-wise The toughest Ive
ever produced was for My Fair
Lady he said The quick
changes from Higgins study to the
Graduate Courses
The author of many published
articles and co-author of several
books Dr Glatthorn has been
John Hay Fellow at the University
of Chicago and an Alfred North
Whitehead Fellow at Harvard
University He received his bach
elor of arts master In education
and doctorate In education at Tem
ple University
consultant to schools In both
this country and abroad Dr Corn-
berg has been visiting lecturer at
several universities and has writ
ten numerous published articles re
lated to reading Instruction She
has been active in both the Dela
ware Valley and the Pennsylvania
reading associations Dr Goin
berg is graduate of Brooklyn
College and received her master of
arts degree and doctorate In edu
cation at Teachers College Co
lumbia University
ballroom had to be done In full
view of the audience It had bo be
done fast
The shifting of sets unless
mechanical is usually handled by ft
special crew But In previous plays
at Beaver the cast members
switched the scenes themselves be
cause no team could be organized
for the job Its good to have the
actors work anyway the one-time
actor and part-time acting teacher
at Stage professional theater
school decided This way they
dont get the Idea that all we allow
them to do Is act
Out of the $500 production bud
get about $200 will be allocated to
set design the remainder covering
costumes props royalties and the
like Mr Moore who is concur
rently designing the set for local
production of The King and esti
mates that our set will be nlshed
one week before the play is sched
uled to open The only problems
Ive had with deadlines were in
summer stock where the plays
changed weekly he said cone
dently The week advance gives
the actors enough time to work
comfortably with the set
Im dead set against this non
sense of having designers working
on the set until the day of produc
tion Mr Moore stated dismissing
such action as amateurish That
kind of work he feels gives the
director ulcers and actors too
Diane Taylor is working with
Mr Moore as set chairman She
and Mike Donahue who has ap
peared in many plays on the Bea
ver campus are handling the ac
tual transformation of the design
from model to stage setting
Pieces are constantly being reused
and two moving platforms from
Summer and Smoke will become
part of the stairway
Mr Woodland Teaches
Education As Au Art
Mr Horace Woodland
by Joanne Traehten berg
Mr Horace Woodland of the ed- system Mr Woodland continually
ucation department has recently pried them with the question
completed teaching new course what are you going to do about it
Education 40 The course pro- The text selected for the course
sented Mr Woodland with his first Teaching as Subversive Activity
teaching experience at Beaver and was used as giide rather than as
he concludes that it was quite sa- basis for the course In the final
tisfying evaluation the overwhelming ma-
The course is given during the jority proclaimed the course tre
first eight weeks of the student mendous success
teaching semester for prospective This semester Mr Woodland has
secondary education teachers The structLu ed the course just bit
course material was left entirely He is presenting the class with
up to the students what did they little shock therapy from the start
want to get out of it The first by having them read the article
semester it took about three weeks In Defense of Adolescents by War-
before the class had organized it- ren Boroson The article starts
self the conclusion was that they out by saying that adults every-
really didnt know what teaching where see the typical addled-escent
Casaiilesus to haul Master Class
Jean Oasadesus concert pianist and teacher will conduct Master
Class on Thursday February at 230 p.m in Murphy Chapel Every
one is invited to attend this open lesson where some of Beavers
pianists will play for Mr Casadesus In such class most suggestions
and criticisms are directed at interpretation The participants arid
observers all profit
Those participating in the Master Class are Sue Leff who will
play the first movement of the Italian Concerto of Bach Sue Williams
Morris Scherzo- Volse of chabrier Kathy Hellyar an Etude by chopin
Barbara Goldstein the first movement of Mozarts Sonata in Major
and Sandy Campbell Grande Polonaise of Chopin Sandy is student
at the George School and the daughter of Mrs Ruth Campbell piano
teacher at Beaver Sandy has studied with Jean Casadesus for two
summers at Fontainebleau France
Creative Set Jiesiijn Enhances
Mood of Theatre Prndnctiuns
by Jackie Manela
Sports News
Mr Ted Moore
1969 70 BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Opponent At
Manor January 20 730 Chestnut Hill
Janutry 29 700 Chestnut Hill
Drexel Pebruary 400 Drexel
Villanova February 800 Villanova
Holy Family February 25 730 Holy Family
Eastern Baptist March 400 Eastern Baptist
SHOOT THE BULL
Is this your forte Then come out and shoot the bull eye
or gold as we call it with the newly formed Archery Club It meets
in Murphy Gym on Monday nights at 715 The purpose is fun and
improvement of skill with an eye to competition with other clubs or
teams later on If you already know how to shoot were looking
for you If you have never shot but are interested come out any
way and well teach you We have all the needed equipment right
here in Murphy Gym See you on the line
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Baby-Sitter Puts Up With Monkeyshines from
Three Motherless Gorillas at Philadelphia Zoo
by Caroline Otis
It was snowy and cold and grey
one day last week and we decided
to go to the zoo We thought of
the lush tropical habitats of the
animals with trickling streams
and simulated meridian warmth
sizzling from camouflaged air vents
We tried to forget the bars and
the stone walls We walked in the
main entrance guarded that day
only by molting hen and bored
peacock The Philadelphia zoo has
some very peculiar houses with
bizarre and macabre animals
rarely seen in other zoos This
day however we didnt fool around
but went straight for THE HOUSE
the best house of all the house of
the Great Apes You see everyone
you know at the Great Apes House
Or at any rate you recognize
great many of the faces on the
other side of the bars and the
question always arises as to who Is
watching whom
It seemed no one else had
thought of the zoo that day We
were alone with the guard Mr
Charles Schneider They all come
on the weekend said Mr Schnei
der And the animals show off
for them too the little monkeys
he chuckled Mr Schneider has
worked at the zoo for seven years
Before that time he was on the
waterfront The zoos good
place to work he said Youve
just got to look out for the people
Monkey Mother
We were standing in front of
cage with three baby gorillas who
had recently arrived from Africa
These here are just like human
babies they play around with each
other somersault and stuff and
they need constant attention and
mother-love As if on cue the
back door to the cage opened and
in stepped young girl The three
gorillas appeared to be ecstatic and
began immediately to jump on her
back and to pull her hair She
smiled and shrugged resignedly
and settled down for the next half
an hour to entertain the babies
who we learned later were named
Westy Bobby and Cathy Westy
is short for Western Reserve Say-
ings Bank which gave the $5000
needed for transportation and pur
chase of one gorilla The other
two are still in hock
The monkeys love her said Mr
Schneider looking at the girl They
did indeed When she emerged
from the cage Susan no last
names used was loved to exhaus
tion Theyre very strong she
smiled Right now were about
equal but pretty soon theyll be too
big for me to handle they dont
know their own strength She
stopped to wag finger at Cathy
who was pressing her nose against
the glass and kicking Bobby at the
same time Susan is 18 and has
been working at the zoo since last
summer She began in the chil
drens zoo giving talks about the
animals She was promoted in
November to her present position
of babysitter for the gorillas She
is working with the University of
Pennsylvania laboratory Susan
hopes to become veterinarian
Im with them five days week
from 8-5 Another girl sits in
on the weekends She sighed and
shook her head feed them fruit
vegetables and cereal and milk
from bottle times day
Similar To Children
They do have distinct personali
ties Westy is the leader of the
three Their favorite trick
Smearing the food on the walls
They know it makes me angry and
they stop when scold them
punish them when they do things
like that But they always con
tinue Westy was drumming with
flat palms on the walls There
are definite signals which they use
for communicating said Susan
That drumming is challenge
Hes the strongest and so the other
two ignore him Cathy and Bobby
in fact turned their backs Westy
looked around playfully Unchal
lenged he sat down to finish his
carrot
They are alot like human chil
dren in the way they play Some
times we have balls and toys for
them However the gorilla bab
ies never really fight among them
selves Very unhuman Susan
said quietly The three had sta
tioned themselves around the back
entrance door to the cage await
ing their friend have to go
she said We watched her climb
back into the cage again The
gorillas were really gleeful You
know said our friend Mr Sch
neider sometimes those monkeys
remember those kids If shes
around enough theyll remember
her even after several years even
for their whole lives We smiled
and left for the cold and grey our
fairy tale complete
FEBRUARY AN
EXPLICATION
February isnt even cruel It is
the unwanted month February
has been saved from extinction by
the birthdays of Abraham and
George Valentines Day could
have been rescheduled
February is hyphen gasp
between breathe in and breathe
out
February is dirty dish water
February is melting ice cube
It is dentist appointment
It tastes like cottage cheese
February is canker sore Feb
ruary would move like an armi
dillo
February is 1950s English
war-flick in black and white with
an all male cast which takes place
at gcneral headquarters axound
map
February is Cedarbrook Mall
when the Qieeseshop is closed
February is Lawrence Welk ove
musack It is an old open tube
of Ben Gsy
February is not yet defined
Send us your metaphois Wel
choose winner First prize is
oreview glimpse into Ma ch
Exhbif of
ESKIMO ART WORK
Opcnng
Sunday February
Sf
THE WORKS Craft Gallery
2017 Locust Street
Tuesday Evenings Rose Room 800 p.m
February The Last Rhino Game Management in East Africa
February 10 Tanzania The Quiet Revolution guest Henry Alter
NETs Chief of Utilization Miss Goodell and the Wild Chim
panzee
February 17 South Africa White Apartheid and Black South Africa
February 24 The Hunters and Buma Kalahain desert life and
African sculpture
March Albert Schweitzer biography that candidly explores
the humanists virtues and failings
March 10 Three Grandmothers and Anansi Witch Doctor The
values of traditional life are praised
March 17 Nigeria Culture in Transition and Family of Ghana
March 24 African Village Life and African Girl Malobi
BOOKSTORE BALLOT
In an attempt to revamp its selection of current literature
the bookstore is anxious to stock material of most interest to
students Here is your opportunity to express your literary
desires Below list authors and/or specific works of fiction
and non-fiction you would like to see on the bookstore shelves
Return to Box 816
Fiction
Non-Fiction
SENIORS
Orders for Graduation nnouncements will be taken in the Bookstore
starting today unLil Februarl 12 The cost is $2.50 for package of 10
announcements and enclosures Also available are various styles of enclosure
cards etc
Ilease come into the Booktore at your earliest convenience and place
your order No orders will be filled after February 12 1Q70
Mother Susan and her charges
AFRICA 70 FILM SERIES
HEIR POLLUTION CONTINUES
Available tonight at 630 in the Beaver News Room
New stories and information concerning specific areas where eco
logical battles are raging and in need of help addresses and
details
on how we can individually continue to act on urgent environmental
problems The Everglades have probably been won Alaskan tundra
lost DDT will be banned but not soon enough Hells Canyon Idaho
is hanging precariously between conservationists and the progress
of hungry power company This unbalanced scale must be tipped
toward preservation and away rem destruction by sure hand
from each individual that knows what he wants future green
and alive not black and deadly Each voice is heard and every
sure hand is felt especially recently Join us it works
Tex and friend one of the remembered
p.m Thru February 24
by Tobi Steinberg
Dr Murray Friedman has joined
the staff of the sociology depart-
ment on part-time basis as pro-
lessor of Race Relations course
which meets Monday and Thursday
evenings from 30 20 in the
classroom building Dr Friedman
as Pennsylvania Delaware Mary-
land Regional Director of the
American Jewish Committee has
done special research involving the
problems of low-income ethnic
groups such as the Italians Poles
and Irish During the semester he
plans to draw on this research and
the work of the AJC the pioneer
intergroup relations agency in the
country combating bigotry pro-
tecting the civil and religious rights
of Jews here and abroad and ad-
vancing the cause of human rights
everywhere The course will cx-
amine the role of ethnicity in group
behavior prejudice and discrimina
tion as aspects of the group cx-
perience black strategies current
trends in the Jewish and Catholic
community The Protestant Es-
tablishment racial disorders anti-
Semitism and the ethics of poi
itics
Dr Friedman believing that
group relations involve more than
what can be gleaned from text-
books plans to employ films and
outside resources The film Con-
frontation and Color will be pre
sented and discussed by speaker
who was involved with its produc
tion The two basic texts Beyond
the Melting Pot by Nathan Glazer
and Daniel Moynihan and They
And We by Peter Rose will be im
plemented by an extensive selected
bibliography which includes the
very latest articles and expositions
in the areas being studied Be-
cause the class is too large for
effective group discussion Dr
Friedman hopes to break it down
into small seminars particularly
when dealing with prejudice
Intergroup Relations
Dr Friedman feels that this
country is entering into second
phase of intergroup relations The
first began with the civil rights
efforts of 1954 and culminated in
the 1963 March on Washington
This new phase will place more
emphasis on minority groups other
than the blacks who have long
been neglected in the field of hu
man rights He sees growing tend-
ency toward separatism as ethnic
groups are becoming more aware
of themselves and their particular
problems something for every-
body strategy should be adopted
in Dr Friedmans opinion
During his service as area di-
rector of AJC the organization
has sponsored action-research pro-
jects in the area of executive
suite discrimination and de facto
public school segregation that have
received wide attention Twelve
thousand copies of the AJC-spon
sored study of the North Philadel
phia riot of 1964 Case Study of
Library Holds
Old Book Sale
On Tuesday February 10 the
library will hold one-day sale of
old books and duplicate books
From 900-1100 each book will
be sold at the price of 1.OO from
1100-100 the price will be re
duced to 5Of from 100-300 the
price will be lowered to 25ç from
300-500 the price will be 15
and after 00 the price remains
undetermined The supply is lim
ited and books will be sold on the
basis of first-come first-served so
the library staff advises interested
students to come early
Riot have been distributed
throughout the country and have
been used by VISTA and other
government agencies as part of
their training program
Dr Friedman has contributed
articles and book reviews on hu
man relations and Jewish life to
New Republic Commentary and
other national periodicals He al
so teaches course on ethnic and
racial groups at La Salle College
and has lectured on minority group
problems at the School of Social
Work of the University of Penn-
sylvania Temple University and
St Josephs College Last year
he taught intergroup relations at
the Albert Greenfield Center of
Human Relations at the University
of Pennsylvania He holds
Master of Arts degree from New
York University and Ph.D in
American political and social his-
tory from Georgetown University
Dr Friedman has been assistant
to the director of the Washington
Housing Association and Civilian
Historian with the Office of the
Chief of Military History in Wash-
ington Before joining the
AJC in 1959 Dr Friedman served
as Regional Director of the Vir
ginia North Carolina office of the
Anti-Defamation League of Bnai
Brith He has been chairman of
the Philadelphia Chapter of the
National Association of Intergroup
Relations Officials He has served
as member of the Philadelphia
school systems Special Committee
on Non-Discrimination and in this
capacity helped draft its school
integration program
BEAVER NEWS
WHAT GAMES PLAYING
Continued from Page Col
Somebody said to me Ive never
been cloSe to black person
dont even know what youre like
thats weird
Communication Gap
get weary of explaining the
same things Everybody turned to
me to explain something as if Im
supposed to be Stokely Carmichael
Id suggest that they read When
you really get to talk to them you
find out that they dont know any-
thing If they had this informa
tion available now know why
people hate to go to the library
hate to go myself Or even if there
were more speakers The librarys
source on black material is very
poor If actual studies were made
available it would help or even it
knew they had made some at-
tempt in the first place would be
more patient
Are they really interested
wonder If they really were why
did they come to school like
Beaver in the first place why not
go somewhere like Cheyney Col
lege -- came here
Its hard to discuss race rela
tions with somebody who has ideas
ingrained in them If they at least
had facts to argue with ..it
hard to discuss with someone when
they say things like Well why
dont these people clean up their
houses in the slums
Like when Dick Gregory was
here he was talking about the
blacks in the ghetto so couple of
people came up to me and said if
youre black and in the ghetto
why dont you just get up and walk
out We cant communicate They
dont realize that economic and
social problems are involved
Every single class go into
these people look at me as if to
say here is this black girl walking
into OUR class Im becoming
more and more prejudiced the
longer stay here
Find out why theyre afraid
Everything here is so white so
rosy no not even rosy so vague
so nothing
There is no happiness over
even meal They alienate me
they complain constantly
The problem will only change
when their minds expand outside
of their allowance books They
dont care about us were insignifi
cant in their lives they can always
go back to their suburban homes
or go skiing for weekend
Why is it necessary to have
extra guards when there is black
mixer
Fault of School
Im going somewhere where
they want black people The atti
tude around Beaver is that theyre
doing us favor even if it is true
they dont have to rub it in so
much
would like to be at school
where there is at least an interest
in black people At Beaver there
isnt applied to Beaver and
Simmons at the same time Sim
mons now has 85 black students
Beaver has about 40 If they
cared some attitudes would have
changed by now
Were hoping that the Black
Studies program will help
want to work in the inner
city My psychology course doesnt
cover it at all The textbook is
geared towards study of the
normal child meaning white mid-
dle class
Some of this is the administra
tions responsibility You can
blame it on the students but hay-
ing lived 20 years with only
whites you can see it The ad-
ministration should widen the ho-
rizon It will be sad to have to
force black studies on someone
they should have done something
about it in the first place Its
shame that we have to force it
dont even think they even want
these courses they are probably
saying O.K well appease you
now They should WANT Black
Studies
Its like people consider them-
sel es liberal if they believe in civil
rights Why Thats not liberal
thats the way things should be
That should be considered normal
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Many white students have
claimed that they do care about the
racial problems in this country
that they would like to know about
black culture that they often won-
der what the blacks on campus
think It appears to me that the
human relations here are in an
apathetic vicious circle The
whites were afraid to approach the
blacks that is those who say they
care or pretend to care about
communicating across the racial
barriers The blacks assumed that
the whites were insincere in their
attempt to communicate Finally
it turned into staring contest to
see who would move first and now
Im afraid that people dont care
anymore because no one made the
first move
All right now you know how
some of the black students feel
about you What do you have to
say about it ask you do you
care What kinds of things did
you feel when you read what some
of these students had to say If
you do care say something Get
up off your Korvette bedspread
and stop complaining about the
apathy and lack of communication
at Beaver College Lets hear some
honest and repeat honest sin-
cere response Tell us as one black
student said Why you were afraid
of the picture of the Beaver Blacks
in the yearbook why are you
afraid of pictures Tell us why
you stare when black person en-
ters classroom or the dining
room
And tell us if you think you are
ready for the real world Do you
think we at Beaver College are
ready to get along with each other
ready for human relations in the
world Can we offer the world
any more than an understanding
of the anatomy of the fetal pig or
stories of what each of us did over
vacation ask you again are
we ready do we want to be ready
can we help each other Do you
care
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Profile
Dr Murray Friedman
Dr Murray Freidman
The Math Honorary wiH span-
Sar The Facul-Tea Chat this
Thursday February at 400
p.m All students and facuty
are cordiaJy invited
w1 UJRtfl OUTQU.
F1JU Wf7 3U1C
Can You Teach in Ghana
Yes If you
Have Bachelors Degree preferably Masters Degree
Have at least 30 semester haurs credit in one of the
following
physics chemistry biology mathematics
industrial arts French geography home economics
or business education
Desire to teach at the secondary school level
Are in good health single or married without children
Both spouses must teach
WRITE
TEACHERS FOR WEST AFRICA PROGRAM
ELIZABETHTOWN COLLEGE
ELIZABETHTOWN PA 17022
For Better Jewelry Gifts Leather Goods and Silverware
at Better Prices Come to
MELROSE JEWELERS INC
DIAMONDS and SILVERSMITHS
246 248 Keswick Avenue
Glenside Pennsylvana TU 6-9220
Fine Watch and Jewelry Repair
Open Monday Wednesday Friday til 900 P.M
Tuesday Thursday Saturday til 530 P.M
AMPLE PARKING
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wtc1tts
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PIc1D FoR1iMP
UNDERSTANDING COMES
FASTER WITH
CLIFFS NOTES
OVER 175 TITLES $1 EACH
C1iffIth
RRADD ALAN
okted
CHELTENHAM CENTER
BUCKS COUNTY MALL
Streef Road FeasteMlle
Hours 3O A.M 930 P.M
OPEN SUNDAYS
ICE SKATING
PUBLIC SESSIONS
Monday Wednesday and Friday 330 500 P.M
Frday Saturday and Sunday 830- 1030 P.M
Saturday Mornng 1000- 12 Noon
OLD YORK ROAD SKATING CLUB
ELKINS PARKI PENNSYLVANIA
ME 5-9959 ME 5-2770
